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Presentation Notes
Silverdale Country Park was selected for this assessment given its importance in the local community both during its time as an industrial site, and now as a place of biodiversity importance and an open space for recreation. It is hoped that by performing this assessment, the figures will aid the Land Trust in understanding what their investment brings about to the wider community and the environment.The main objectives of the assessment are as follows;To understand how the ongoing investment in Silverdale Country Park results in wider environmental and social benefit;Understand how the wider benefits can aid in supporting future investment of open spaces for community benefit;Demonstrate the business case for enhancement of open spaces through the monetisation of ecosystem services.In order to break the assessment down, Interserve Consulting have focussed on the key habitat areas as follows;Amenity Grassland – 51.2 ha;Lakes and Wetland – 11 ha;Woodland – 15 ha;Wildflower Meadows (Conservation Grassland) – 11.2 ha.
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Presentation Notes
We developed a 5 step process a couple of years ago which we’ve continually fine tuned and developed, and in addition to less complex tools and calculators we have since developed, this reviews the whole suite of ecosystem services as defined by the NEA and understands the physical and monetary impacts of the core physical systems taking place at a particular site.In the first instance we will liaise with the stakeholders to understand what should be valued in terms of the ecosystem services and core stocks and flows.We will understand biodiversity improvements if relevant, for instance when mapping change, and this isn’t a monetary figure, but a quantification, which should demonstrate that biodiversity underpins strong natural capital.We map ecosystem services using site specific data to generate physical values, then apply a series of monetary metrics and apply appropriate calcs to derive a value.Throughout the process we map resilience to determine future climate impacts, and using the outcomes – physical and monetary – to drive sustainable outcomes.
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£2.6 million per annum*

*Average NPV over a 10 year period
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Presentation Notes
From discussions with the Land Trust, it was decided that all ecosystem services, as defined by the National Ecosystems Assessment should be assessed and valued, making use of available methodologies. Therefore a physical and monetary account has been modelled and calculated for the following headed services;Air Pollution & Regulation;Carbon;Soil;Wetland carbon and water regulation;Flood prevention and water balancing offered by the lake;Water;Education;Health and wellbeing.Within each of the above elements there are further supporting themes and services that support the calculation outcomesSo we applied this methodology for Silverdale Country Park, we gathered very specific site data, demograph data, and visited the site, we updated and amended the models and calculated a total monetay value of the park to be 2.6 million per annum in ecosystem services with benefit to the local community and area.
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The main bulk of the value came from key areas – these being carbon sequestration – water, including flood resilience – social benefits, relating to environmental education, and well-being and productivity from the use of the park. In addition to this we found a low value associated with air quality imporcvements, in terms of monetary value, but potentially an impact on the number of hospital admissions relating to illnesses linked to poor air quality.We also found that due to the management of the site, the local area, may be resilient to future changes in rainfall and temperature.Finally we were able to determine that due to the work the land trust had done, yes the biodiversity and environment was in a better state than previous, but the site had become central to the local community, with a healthier community, with knock on GVA impacts of a more productive community, increased investment in the local area, through businesses basing themselves from the park, and adjacent land becoming more attractive to home builders, which lead to better awareness of a healthy environment of the local population.And as a result, highlighting a series of next steps on how to enhance the natural capital of the site, with wider knock on benefits.
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